
   
 

  

submit tals    
take advantage of our easy submittal service

MSI knows that part of your contract with customers requires you to provide 

submittal documents for all the products you supply. As a service to you, MSI  

will prepare submittal documents that will meet your customer’s requirements.  

Give us your spec; we’ll prepare a detailed submittal package that includes  

custom or stock mechanical identification and equipment labeling product  

technical data sheets and samples.

Products are ordered and delivered within the construction schedule, so as not  

to delay any activities. MSI’s detailed documents streamline the submittal process,  

allowing contractors to obtain approval for markers, tags and signage needed.  

  

	 we	make	it	easy	for	you      

  Making labeling a cost-effective part of your business entails managing installation

  expenses. To help reduce in-place costs, MSI offers special packaging services 

for your mechanical identification order at no additional expense.

•  Once your marking products are manufactured, we’ll presort them prior to shipping 

in the way that makes the most sense for you to install. MSI packages marking 

products by building, floor, and/or area so they can be installed systematically 

throughout the facility.

•  MSI’s pack-by service eliminates the labor hours your workers would normally 

spend sorting mechanical identification labels, pipe markers and valve tags on 

site. Instead, they can take the boxes to the designated sections and begin  

installation without delay.

  This methodical process ensures quick and efficient equipment label,  

pipe marker and valve tag installation.

pack-by service
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